Mondrian South Beach

**Sunset Bar**
Opposite from the white restaurant is the distinctly different sunset bar. The filtered light and reflection of the sinking sun in the etched, sunset tinted mirrors fashion a rich ambiance, perfect for an evening drink. Golden candelabras and onyx, jewel cut stools are playfully dotted between Ottomans and new antiques, a striking contrast of the imaginative and the forgotten. Gold leaf wallpaper surrounds the stretch patterned sofa that is set upon a staged, dark herringbone floor over-looking the entire arena from its privileged position.
The polished, profiled bar, islanded in a high gloss, marble floor and circled by custom bar stools looks out through the wide open doors onto the terrace and pool, golden with the captured radiance of Miami’s glorious setting sun.

**Asia de Cuba**
The Asia de Cuba restaurant welcomes guests with a warm kiss of refreshing, morning sunlight. Delicately etched, paneled mirrors line the walls, catching sun rays through the wide windows and scattering it across the room. Sun beams glide across the glossy white floor, skating gracefully between the seats.
The Royal dining table steals the spotlight, situated upon a custom carpet, setting it apart from the rest of the tables. A battalion of high backed seats oversee the table, waiting for the honored guests to take their places. Golden bells above the table call out to the guests to take their seats and prepare for a great feast. Crystal chandeliers set within the bells shower the diners with faceted light.
Patterned, cushioned deep booths line the walls of the room a perfect retreat to enjoy a quiet breakfast or enjoy the theatrics that unfold before them. The restaurant opens out onto the terrace where guests can dine with a cool breeze or escape to one of the private dining gardens and kissing corners.

**Agua Spa**
The mirrored mosaic of the reception desk in the Spa scatters light across the dimly lit room, sparkling across every corner and the signature column. The manicure area can be accessed through a hidden door in the perforated, patterned wall, where thrones await the guests. Bisazza Mosaic is tiled across the walls of the locker rooms splashing them with continuous patterns and colors that overflow through the rest of the spa. Guests can wind down in the sauna, steam room or be pampered in one of the treatment rooms. Take a moment to recuperate in the cushioned lounge, drift off in the snoozer rocking chair upon the delft blue style carpet, and play with the oversized football in the men’s lounge or the oversized teddy bear in the woman’s.